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Magnetic skyrmions are topologically protected nanoscale spin textures exhibiting fascinating

physical behaviors. Recent observations of room temperature skyrmions in sputtered multilayer

films are an important step towards their use in ultra-low power devices. Such practical applications

prefer skyrmions to be stable at zero magnetic fields and room temperature. Here, we report the cre-

ation of skyrmion lattices in Pt/Co/Ta multilayers by a scanning local field using magnetic force

microscopy tips. We also show that those newly created skyrmion lattices are stable at both room

temperature and zero fields. Lorentz transmission electron microscopy measurements reveal that

the skyrmions in our films are of N�eel-type. To gain a deeper understanding of the mechanism

behind the creation of a skyrmion lattice by the scanning of local fields, we perform micromagnetic

simulations and find the experimental results to be in agreement with our simulation data. This

study opens another avenue for the creation of skyrmion lattices in thin films. Published by AIP
Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5021172

A magnetic skyrmion is a particle-like topologically pro-

tected structure and is one of the smallest magnetic structures

that can be displaced by a very low current density.1–8 Thus,

skyrmions hold great promise for the next generation low power

nano-electronic devices, such as non-volatile storage,3,4,6,7,9,10

logic devices,11 and spin transfer nano-oscillators.12,13

Skyrmions were originally observed in B20 materi-

als14–24 that have a non-centrosymmetric crystalline struc-

ture. In those materials, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction

(DMI) originating from the structure plays a critical role in

the formation of Bloch-type skyrmions. However, skyrmions

in these materials exist only at low temperature and in the

presence of an external magnetic field.14–24 Fortunately,

DMI can also be produced by the breaking of inversion sym-

metry at the interfaces of ferromagnetic layers and heavy

metal layers with large spin–orbit coupling, and this interfa-

cial DMI can also be employed for the creation of skyrmions

although these skyrmions are N�eel-type rather than Bloch-

type.8,25 Such N�eel-type skyrmions were first identified in

epitaxial Fe or FePd monolayers on heavy metal Ir(111) sub-

strates at very low temperature and high magnetic fields.26–28

To create room temperature skyrmions suitable for industrial

applications, magnetic thin films with perpendicular mag-

netic anisotropy (PMA), in combination with heavy metals,

such as Ta10,29–31 and Pt,32–41 have been fabricated using

sputtering. Skyrmions with sizes ranging from microns to

�100 nm were observed in these thin-film stacks at room

temperature. Thus, most recent studies have focused on this

class of materials. Moreover, current induced motion of the

skyrmions has also been observed in Pt/Co/Ta and similar

systems.39,40 In the Pt/Co/Ta system, Pt and Ta have large,

opposite spin Hall angles, making it possible to inject a large

spin current into the ferromagnetic Co layer to drive the

motion of skyrmions. Since large spin currents can result in

faster skyrmion motions, the Pt/Co/Ta system might be one

of the most suitable candidates for industrial applications.

For both fundamental investigations and practical applica-

tions, the first and most critical task is to identify reliable and

simple technique(s) to create skyrmions. Moreover, skyrmions

that are stable at room temperature and zero-magnetic fields are

of additional advantage.8,25 To date, a number of techniques

have been developed to generate skyrmions effectively, but

it has been found that either the out-of-plane field or the geomet-

ric confining potential is required to stabilize the sky-

rmions.5,10,29,32,34,40 Magnetic force microscopy (MFM)23,37,40

is one of the typical methods to observe the skyrmion textures

at the sample surface with a high spatial resolution. Here, we

showed that MFM was not only an “eye” to observe the

skyrmions but also a “hand” to create them in [Pt(4 nm)/

Co(1.3 nm)/Ta(1.9 nm)]t multilayer stacks.

First, the multilayer stacks Ta(4.7 nm)/[Pt(4 nm)/Co

(1.3 nm)/Ta(1.9 nm)]t were deposited by DC magnetron sput-

tering at room temperature. Then, High resolution high angle

annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopya)E-mail: xixiang.zhang@kaust.edu.sa
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(HADDF-STEM) was performed to examine the cross-

section of a t¼ 10 multilayer as shown in Fig. 1(a). The inset

shows an enlarged view of the cross-section in which the Co

layer is represented by a dark contrast. Energy dispersive

X-ray (EDX) microanalysis shows clear oscillations in line

scans of Co Ka, Pt Ka, and Ta Ka along the growth direction

of the film (Fig. S1). The magnetic properties of the multi-

layers were measured using SQUID-VSM at room tempera-

ture. Figure 1(b) shows the Out-of-plane hysteresis loops

(see the in-plane loops in Fig. S2) for three samples with

layer repetition numbers, t ¼ 5, 10, and 20, which indicate

that all our samples are PMA and the saturation field

increases with the increase in the layer repetition number.

To observe domain structures of the samples, MFM

experiments were performed. The principle of MFM is that

when a magnetic sample surface is scanned by a sharp mag-

netized tip, the magnetic interactions between the tip

moments and the stray field of the surface can be detected

and recorded. Thus, there is an unavoidable distortion of the

sample’s magnetic structure due to the stray field of the mag-

netized tip, especially for the soft magnetic materials or

nanoparticles.42,43 To image an “intrinsic” domain structure

of a sample, we tried to alleviate the perturbations by choos-

ing tips with a lower moment and a larger tip-sample dis-

tance. Here, we will demonstrate that this “adverse effect”

can be used to directly write skyrmions by choosing proper

tips and tuning the tip-sample distance using the tapping/lift

mode. Figure 1(c) shows the z component of the stray mag-

netic fields as a function of the distance to the tip apex,

which was obtained by using the tip transfer function method

(see the details in supplementary material SI1),44–48 for a

low moment MFM tip1 (Bruker MESP-LM-V2) and a large

moment tip2 (Nanosensor PPP-MFMR). It can be seen that

the stray fields could reach about 570 Oe and 1350 Oe at the

apex of tip1 and tip 2, respectively. However, the stray field

decays quickly with the distance and becomes very weak

when the distance is larger than 50 nm. In the tapping/lift

mode, the topography and magnetic contrasts are separated

by two scans. The topography of the sample is first obtained

using the tapping mode, in which the MFM tip is in contact

with the film surface and a much stronger local magnetic

field is applied to the sample. Thus, the first scan in the tap-

ping mode could be used to incise the labyrinth domain into

skyrmions. A magnetic image is subsequently obtained using

the lift mode at a pre-set lift height of larger than 50 nm.

Micromagnetic simulations (supplementary material SI3)

showed that to write the skyrmions, the local magnetic field

should be slightly larger than the saturation field of the sam-

ple. Fortunately, we were able to control the saturation fields

of our samples by tuning the thickness of individual layers

and the repetition number.

First, tip1 that has a weaker stray field was used to scan

the samples with a lift height of 100 nm. Figures 1(d)–1(f)

show MFM images for samples with t¼ 5, 10, and 20 in the

remnant state, after removal of the saturation field applied

perpendicularly to the film plane. These images show that

the skyrmion lattice phase appeared in the t¼ 5 sample with

a skyrmion size of about 200 nm, while the labyrinth domain

structures were observed for samples with t¼ 10 and 20. The

labyrinth domains observed for samples with t¼ 10 were

similar to those observed in the Lorentz transmission elec-

tron microscopy (L-TEM) images [Fig. S8(c)], revealing that

the stray field of tip1 was not strong enough to induce a visi-

ble distortion of the magnetic structure during the scan in the

tapping mode or that the labyrinth domain structures were

restored to minimize the total magnetic energy after the

MFM tip moved away. The distortion for the t¼ 20 sample

should be negligible for the even larger saturation field of

�1200 Oe [Fig. 1(b)]. However, for the t¼ 5 sample whose

saturation field was relatively small [�440 Oe, Fig. 1(b)], the

stray field became strong enough to completely change the

domain structure. In this case, skyrmion lattices were cre-

ated. Therefore, the stray field at the apex of tip1 might be

between 440 Oe and 660 Oe, which agree well with the value

of about 570 Oe derived from the tip calibration procedure in

Fig. 1(c). To create skyrmion lattices in samples those have

larger saturation fields, tip2, whose stray field at the tip apex

is slightly larger than the saturation field of the t¼ 20 sam-

ple, was used to scan the three samples again. Figure 1(g)

shows the result for the t¼ 20 sample, in which the skyrmion

FIG. 1. (a) HADDF-STEM image

of a cross-section of a Ta(4.7 nm)/

[Pt(4 nm)/Co(1.3 nm)/Ta(1.9 nm)]10 mul-

tilayer sample. The inset shows an

enlarged view, and the Ta/Co, Co/Pt, and

Pt/Ta interfaces are marked by yellow,

green, and red dashed lines. (b)

Perpendicular hysteresis loops for sam-

ples with layer repetition numbers of

t¼ 5, 10, and 20. (c) Z component of the

stray field as a function of the distance to

the tip apex for the two MFM tips. The

inset shows the z component of the stray

field vs lateral distance at z¼ 68 nm for

tip2. (d)–(f) MFM images for the three

samples, obtained at a lift height of

100 nm by tip1 (Bruker MESP-LM-V2).

(g) MFM image for the t¼ 20 sample

scanned by Tip2 (Nanosensor PPP-

MFMR).
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lattice is clearly seen, as expected. Such a strong stray field

certainly influenced the magnetic domain structure of the

t¼ 10 sample significantly [Fig. S9(a)]. As expected, the

resultant changes in the domain structures of the t¼ 5 film

were then more significant [Fig. S9(b)].

We have created skyrmion lattices at room temperature

and under zero external magnetic fields without any geometric

confining potential. More importantly, the stable skyrmion lat-

tices could be created just by a single scan of the MFM tip in

the tapping mode. However, to better understand the creation

process, it would be preferable if the skyrmions could be cre-

ated gradually. Since tips may slightly differ, even from the

same batch, we therefore scanned the t¼ 20 sample with more

tips from the same batch (tip2: Nanosensor PPP-MFMR).

Eventually, we found one tip that was relatively weak magneti-

cally and could create skyrmions gradually by repeating the

scanning process over the same area as shown in Fig. 2

(Multimedia view). It clearly shows that after the first scan, a

mixed state of skyrmions and worm domains appeared. By

repeating the scans over the same area, more and more sky-

rmions were created and the lengths of worm-like domains

were shortened. The area enclosed with the green dotted lines

shows a typical process of how the worm domain was cut into

individual skyrmions. More interestingly, as more and more

skyrmions were created, a symmetric hexagonal skyrmion lat-

tice was formed gradually. To obtain a clearer MFM image,

the lift height was decreased to 50 nm at the 27th scan. It is evi-

dent that an almost perfect hexagonal skyrmion lattice was

formed in the area enclosed by the triangle.

From the above results, we showed that in order to cre-

ate the skyrmion lattices, the relative strength of the stray

field of a MFM tip to the saturation field of the film should

be within a certain range. In the following, by applying an

external field, we further demonstrate that skyrmions could

also be created by a tip whose stray field is smaller than

the saturation field of the sample. As shown in Fig. 1(e), the

stray field from tip1 was too weak to create skyrmions on the

t¼ 10 sample. We scanned the samples many times and

found that the labyrinth domain structure remained the same

as shown in Fig. 3(a). Although a few spontaneous isolated

skyrmions were observed, as indicated by the green dashed

circles, the labyrinth domain structure was predominant. We

then applied a 110 Oe out-of-plane field along the �z direc-

tion, the same direction of the tip’s stray field. The overall

domain structures almost remained unchanged although

three more skyrmions (indicated by white dashed circles)

were created at the edges of the labyrinth domain as shown

in Fig. 3(b). As the magnetic field increased to 165 Oe, the

labyrinth domain began to break into discrete skyrmions and

a mixed state of skyrmions, and snake-like domains appeared

as shown in Fig. 3(c). To further assess the stability of the

skyrmions and also prove that these skyrmions are created

by the MFM tip with the assistance of the external field, we

set the applied field to zero and scanned the sample again as

shown in Fig. 3(d). The scanned area in Fig. 3(d) covered the

area enclosed in the square in Fig. 3(c), as well as an adja-

cent area that was never scanned by the tip before. It is

clearly seen that the magnetic structures in the two squares

are nearly the same, except the change in the size because of

the different field strength, indicating that the created sky-

rmions were also stable at zero magnetic fields. The laby-

rinth domain structure outside the square in Fig. 3(d) is also

very similar to that shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), suggesting

that without the scanning process using the MFM tip, the

external field with a maximum of 165 Oe in our experiment

did not create skyrmions.

L-TEM measurements (see supplementary material SI3)

proved that the skyrmions in our samples are of N�eel type.

To gain a deeper understanding of the skyrmions’ creation

mechanism, micromagnetic simulations were performed

using mumax3 software49 (see the details in supplementary

material SI2). Figure 4(a) shows the initial relaxed state of a

2� 2 lm2 square system. To simplify the simulations, a

FIG. 2. 6 representative MFM images taken during scans (in total, 27 scans

were performed) over the same area of a t¼ 20 sample with tip2

(Nanosensor PPP-MFMR). The lift heights were 50 nm for the 27th scan and

100 nm for others. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5021172.1

FIG. 3. MFM images with an external field of (a) 0 Oe, (b) 110 Oe, and (c)

165 Oe on the t¼ 10 sample using tip1 (Bruker MESP-LM-V2). The green

dashed circles indicate some spontaneous isolated skyrmions. The white

dashed circles indicate the newly appeared skyrmions. (d) MFM images

after the removal of the external field. The area enclosed in the green square

is the same area as in the square of (c).
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uniform magnetic field confined within a circle of 50 nm in

diameter along the þz direction was applied to represent the

local magnetic field of a MFM tip. We then performed a

scanning of the local field from the lower left corner to the

upper right corner, with a step size of 40 nm in both x and y

directions. Figures 4(a)–4(d) (Multimedia view) show the

evolution of the magnetic domain structures during the scan-

ning process, in which the positions of the local magnetic

field are highlighted by solid green circles. It is apparent that

the local magnetic field “cut” the labyrinth domains [Fig.

4(a)] into small objects, specifically skyrmions. It is worth

noting that after the first scan, there were still some stripe

domains in the film. To reach a phase solely composed of

skyrmions, we performed 4 more scans continuously over

the same area as shown in Figs. 4(e)–4(h). One can clearly

see that the worm-like domains were cut into a few sky-

rmions, creating a hexagonal skyrmion lattice state.

To understand the evolution and stability of the domain

structure under the scanning of the local field, we calculated the

total energy of the sample, by using ET ¼ Eanis þ Edemag þ Eex

þEDMI, where Eanis; Edemag; Eex, and EDMI are the anisotropy,

demagnetization, exchange, and DMI energy. It is important to

note that to study the intrinsic properties and compare the energy

evolution under the same conditions, the Zeeman energy (which

strongly depends on the external field) is not considered in this

case. Figure 4(i) shows the variation of the system total energy

with the magnetic structures starting from a labyrinth-shaped

[Fig. 4(a)] to a stable skyrmion lattice after the fifth scan [Fig.

4(h)]. Figure 4(i) clearly shows that the total energy for a sky-

rmion lattice configuration is only slightly higher than that of a

spontaneous labyrinth domain state. To further investigate the

stability of the skyrmion lattice in the magnetic field, out-of-

plane external fields are applied to the lattice system. Figure 4(j)

shows the relationship between total energy and the positive/

negative magnetic fields. One can see that the total energy first

increases with the increase in field strength and then decreases

to a constant value that corresponds to a state of magnetic satu-

ration. The insets of Fig. 4(j) show magnetic structures of the

film under different applied magnetic fields. We noticed that

when the applied magnetic field was in the positive direction,

i.e., antiparallel to the magnetization of the core of skyrmions,

the size of the skyrmions shrank (2þ) with an increasing field

strength. When the field was strong enough, an annihilation of

the skyrmions occurred, and finally, the sample saturated into a

ferromagnetic phase with the magnetization aligning with the

field direction (3þ). In contrast, when the field was applied in

the negative direction, i.e., parallel to the core magnetization,

the size of the skyrmions increased (2�), with the edges of the

skyrmions squeezing together. When the field was strong

enough, the boundary between the skyrmions was destroyed,

and eventually, the sample was saturated into a ferromagnetic

phase (3�). In short, the skyrmion lattice state is a metastable

state.

In summary, we were able to create skyrmion lattices in

[Pt/Co/Ta]t multilayer stacks with PMA by scanning the film

with MFM tips, using the stray field of the MFM tip as a

“knife” to “cut” the labyrinth domain into skyrmions in the tap-

ping mode. The skyrmion lattices that we created were found

to be stable in zero magnetic fields and at room temperature.

We further demonstrated that an external magnetic field could

facilitate the creation of skyrmions. In situ L-TEM measure-

ments showed that the skyrmions present in those films were of

N�eel-type. The creation process of the skyrmion lattice by the

scanning of the MFM tips was reproduced with micromagnetic

simulation. In addition, the simulation indicates that the sky-

rmion lattice state is a metastable state.

See supplementary material for the details of the stray

field measurement, additional simulations, and L-TEM

imaging.
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